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Abstract 
In recent years, the rapid innovation and development of financial industry 
has made financial enterprises have a lot of information. However, the large 
amount of information is tampered with and fragmented, which cannot be 
shared. With the constant innovation of science and technology, it is the most 
effective way to solve the information lag and asymmetry of financial prod-
ucts. This article aims to start from the problem of asymmetric information of 
financial products, the analysis of the emerging block chain technology ap-
plied in the financial sector, and with the development of asset securitization 
information known as the typical scenario for the first time, a concrete analy-
sis information game process, and discuss about the application of chain 
blocks in securitization feasibility. 
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1. Introduction 

Finance is often seen as a financing channel which can help the entity industry. 
It is an intermediary organization which can avoid incomplete and asymmetric 
information. A healthy and stable financial environment could be conducive to 
the rational allocation of social resources, and the development of the entire 
economic environment. However, in the real world, financial fraud and moral 
hazard have occurred frequently, and information asymmetry has become the 
root reason of various problems in financial field. 
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After the US subprime crisis, the culprit was the issuance and trading of secu-
ritization. International study of asset backed securitization is becoming deeper. 
A lot of research and analysis showed that the cause of the crisis is not the asset 
securitization product itself, but the information asymmetry in each process of 
asset backed securitization among participants which make the different expec-
tations, eventually led to the crisis. 

The most effective solution to the problem of information asymmetry is the 
high frequency disclosure of information. At this time, the rapid development of in-
formation technology makes the high frequency information disclosure possible. 

Blockchain is a science and technology innovation emerging recent years. The 
practical application in finance of blockchain has been begun to explore. It has 
become a hot spot of the United Nations, the international monetary fund and 
research institutes. Many information science and technology industry have also 
stepped up efforts to blockchain research and practice. The construction of 
blockchain network can solve the problems of information asymmetry and loss 
of trust in finance. 

This article aims to, starting from the problem of asymmetric information of 
financial products, analyze blockchain technology applied in the financial sector, 
and analyze the information game with the development of asset backed securi-
tization information as the typical scenario, and try to talk about the feasibility 
of the application blockchain. 

2. Literature Review 
2.1. Information Game under Asymmetric Information of  

Financial Products 

Zhang Yan (2005) [1] believed that efficiency and fairness of the securities mar-
ket are in close relationship with the publicity of information disclosure of listed 
companies. The collusion behavior of Information transfer agents and informa-
tion providers will cause great damage to the financial market fair. In the view of 
Tian Feng [2], the adverse selection and moral hazard of asymmetric informa-
tion exist widely in commercial bank credit market. The profit model of com-
mercial Banks makes it inevitable that it will encounter these risks in operation. 
Moreover, it is proved that symmetric information contract is not optimal under 
asymmetric information. Yang Jun’s (2004) [3] research shows that because of 
information asymmetry, the cost of domestic companies to distort financial 
statements is low, it is no separating equilibrium and confusion equilibrium, fi-
nancial leverage risk identification effect has reduced. Padilla and Pagano (2000) 
[4] observed that the information sharing among investors will encourage the 
borrower to try harder. Qian Zhitong and Kong Liuliu (2015) [5] considering 
the current situation of information asymmetry in the P2P market, constructed 
the game model with incomplete information with the P2P network platform 
and loan borrowers as participants, In order to realize the Pareto optimality of 
P2P market as the research objective, they discussed two different cases, the 
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mixed equilibrium and separating equilibrium, and find market conditions of 
the Pareto optimality. 

2.2. Blockchain: The Best Tool to Solve the Problem of  
Information Asymmetry in the New Round of Financial and  
Technological Revolution 

Elvira Nabiullina (2016) [6] said that many central Banks around the world are 
paying close attention to and the development of blockchain and paying atten-
tion to the feasibility of blockchain in innovative finance. 

Blockchain technology is to deal with asymmetric encryption technology us-
ing digital signatures. It is a distributed books system built by a multi-node 
agreement using consensus mechanism, and its data is stored in the form of 
chain block organization. China blockchain technology and Industry Develop-
ment Forum (2016) [7] thinks that blockchain is a totally new kind of distri-
buted infrastructure and computing paradigm. It verifies the data transmission 
and data storage using block chain data structure. It generates and updates the 
data using distributed node consensus algorithm. It ensures the security of data 
transmission and access using cryptography. It programs and operates data us-
ing the flexible script code and intelligent contracts. 

The British government’s chief scientific adviser Mark Walport (2016) [6] 
thinks that distributed books technology has the ability to against attacks with its 
technical characteristics. In this network, there are multiple sharing a copy of the 
database. The network consensus also can prevent unauthorized malicious tam-
pering behavior, and effectively control the risk of a single point of failure. Jack 
Markell (2016) [6] believes that the blockchain technology needs to combine 
with the legal system. 

The European securities and markets authority ESMA (2016) [6] thinks that 
the application of the blockchain distributed books technology can solve the 
trading volume, extensible, privacy and other issues, as well as reduce the cost, 
improve the benefits of market efficiency, and can lower the occurrence proba-
bility of centralized system network crime. 

3. Information Game in the Asset Backed Securitization 

Based on the relatively rapid development in China in recent years and under 
the circumstances of the economic downturn, the asset backed securitization is 
a typical application scenario analysis. Its participating institutions are very 
abundant, covering from the front end borrowers to the after end investors. In 
the asset backed securitization products, relevant information including the 
business of the original borrowers, rating of asset backed securitization, credit 
and other relevant information, the scope of its information content is very 
rich. 

The following will analyze the information asymmetry of the asset backed se-
curitization and the game process of the related principal organs. 
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3.1. Problem of Asset Backed Securitization: The US Subprime  
Crisis in 2008 

Yang dong (2012) [8], believed that the excessive securitization is one of the im-
portant factors that cause the US subprime mortgage crisis. In the peak, the US 
financial market had trillions of dollars in securitized assets scale and the fun-
damental asset backed securitization is derived arbitrary, the underlying assets 
serious distortion, and the market no longer had the foundation of stable cash 
flows. Under the high pressure of the rising interest rates and falling house pric-
es, the financial crisis broke out. Hanson and Sunderam (2013) [9] thought that 
as the subprime crisis happened, the sensitive information hidden behind the 
securitized products exposed, unwitting investors were reluctant to continue to 
invest into the securitization market, and eventually triggered the collapse of the 
entire financial market. Based on the subprime mortgage securitization market 
analysis in the subprime crisis, Ashcraft and Schuermann (2008) [10] found the 
adverse selection and moral hazard become core friction in the process of asset 
backed securitization, and eventually led to the collapse of the securitization 
market. 

3.2. The Ex-Post Information Asymmetry Problem in Asset  
Backed Securitization 

Keiichi Kawai (2015) [11] believes that the static adverse selection model in the 
asset backed securitization shows that the information disclosure of the issuer 
cannot perfectly disclose the asset information packaged in the asset backed se-
curitization products. Peng Siyuan, Yang Mei (2016) [12] believed that the legal 
essence of the asset backed securitization is to design a dynamic structural, and 
give the underlying assets an independent credit qualification, issue the asset 
backed securities, and then trade in market. 

From the perspective of information game, information asymmetry runs 
through the whole operation process of asset backed securitization. About the 
theory of financial intermediary theory, Leland and Pyle (1977) [13], thought 
that in the early asset backed securitization research, the bank’s retained part of 
loan in the process of loan securitization (for sale), could bring positive signals 
to investors, and deal with the “lemon problems” lead by asymmetric informa-
tion.  

In general, asset backed securitization product design processes including set 
a securitization assets pool, set up a special purpose vehicle, filtrate the underly-
ing securitization assets in the pool, isolation the assets, credit rating, issue the 
securities and trade in the secondary market finally. In the whole process, there 
are many key links need the information of securitization, such as the quality of 
underlying assets, the delivery of securitized asset pools, credit enhancement, 
and credit rating. 

China had already made a guidance for the securitization asset information 
disclosure, and also has issued the “personal auto loan asset backed securities 
information disclosure guidelines ‘and’ personal housing mortgage loan asset 
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backed securities information disclosure guidelines”, but there’s no specific law 
regulations. The information of the underlying asset is not disclosed fully and 
timely, and investors cannot grasp the risk of asset backed securitization prod-
ucts accurately. So the asset backed securitization market information asymme-
try phenomenon is serious. 

3.2.1. Information Asymmetry of Underlying Assets 
Quality of underlying asset is the most important information throughout the 
entire asset backed securitization product, in the whole process of the asset 
backed securitization, the information of the underlying assets exist obvious 
asymmetry. The issuing bank was most familiar to situation of the underlying 
asset. It can get enterprise’s financial data immediately, and understand the 
business situation of the enterprises, then establishment the statistical descrip-
tion information of the asset. 

SPV, as the purchasers of underlying assets, usually is a Shell institutions, it 
does not actually participate in the operation of the securitization, and it also 
does not pay attention to quality of assets in the asset pool. The major concern of 
SPV is the relationship between the assets quality and the price of the underlying 
assets, if there exist the asymmetry of information, the price of the underlying 
asset may be inflated. Due to the asset sellers are in the advantage of the under-
lying asset quality information, so the price may not be lower than the actual 
value of the asset. 

Investors’ acknowledge of the underlying asset is limited to the information of 
the underlying asset packaged and calculated by the issuing bank. And obviously 
in the investment and subsequent holding period the investors are always in the 
disadvantage situation of the asset information. 

3.2.2. Asymmetry of the Rating Information 
SPV need to pack the underlying asset in the pool and also need to rate and en-
hance the rate of the underlying asset. But in the trading relationships, credit 
rating agencies are third party inspection institutes that commissioned by the 
issuer of the asset backed securitization products, and the rating fees are paid by 
the issuer. Obviously, this benefit relationship between the issuers and the third 
party inspection institutes will have guide effect to the result of rating. In the 
following period after issuing the rating agencies of securitized products have 
not any fault responsibility. 

But at the same time, in the long time the third party inspection institutes may 
also concern that if the assets in the product decrease after issuing, investors will 
no longer trust the rating agencies any more, and the authority of the third party 
inspection institutes is reduced, and affect the reputation of the third party in-
spection institutes. 

3.2.3. Asymmetric of Securitization Structure Information 
Asset backed securitization is a complex structured derivative. Their internal as-
sets structure is also complex. It has many levels of debt relationship. The origi-
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nal underlying assets were sale by layers after the assets are pooled. Compared 
with the original underlying asset, the securitization products have had great 
changes. The issuer and the SPV have many spaces to operate in the process, so 
the terms of the securitization product may be benefit to the issuers and SPVs. 

Investors cannot understand the underlying asset quality in the securitization 
asset pool through the layers of product structure. So it is hard to the investors 
to judge their own purchase behavior. 

3.2.4. Asymmetry of Information in the Process of Securitization 
In process of securitization issuing and purchasing, the broker as the underwri-
ters of asset backed securitization products want to sale the products as much as 
possible. So the brokers have the motivation to make introduction of the product 
more attractive. To pursuit of sales profit, the brokers maybe possible to conceal 
risks of the securitization, and this action can lead to the risk of moral hazard. 

3.2.5. Construction of Game Model 
The relevant parties in the above process are divided into four categories. The 
first type institution is the original debtor. The second type institution is the 
original creditor and the special purpose vehicle. They are both the main initia-
tors of the asset backed securitization products. The third type institution is re-
lated third party organizations, including accounting company, law firms and 
rating agencies, which are responsible for endorsing and opinions on the struc-
ture of the asset backed securitization products. The fourth type institution is the 
investors, the final product buyer and the risk taker. 

Here we mainly discuss that asymmetry problem of asset backed securitization 
product, do not include front end of the securitization product. After the securi-
tization product issuing, the relationship of bank and original obligors had been 
established. The loans had been released, the debtor-creditor relationship had 
formed, the loans had entered into the post-loan stage, and the underlying assets 
had been brought into the asset backed securitization asset pool. Therefore, this 
article does not consider asymmetry of ex-ante information of the securitiza-
tion. 

This paper mainly discusses the game model, and separates the analysis into 
two stages. The first stage is the game between the second type institution and 
the third type institution, the second stage is the game between the third type in-
stitution and the fourth type institution. And we assumed that all the players are 
rational in the game model, at the same time, the participants are all risk neutral. 

Stage 1: The information game between the originator and the third parties 
Special purpose vehicle issued an asset backed securitization product which 

has a total amount of X. This asset pool had two kind of loan. One is high quality 
loan A, whose average yield is ra. The other is a bad quality loan B, whose aver-
age yield is rb. The probability of the high quality loan A is q, and the probability  
of the bad quality loan B is 1 q− , while [ ]0,1q∈ . 

The overall loan yield of the asset pool is r. 
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( )1a br qr q r= + −  

Special purpose vehicle need to hire a third party for the evaluation of securi-
tization, and take the endorsement and the opinion on finance, credit and the 
legal. Assume the fee is c and the evaluation of third party appraisal cost is E. 

At this time, in the existing product development mode, special purpose ve-
hicle in the advantage of the information. And this may lead the asymmetry of 
information between the third party institutions and the original creditor. So 
there is the possibility of moral hazard. Third parties’ responsibility is to review 
and evaluation the finance situation, risk, credit and legal problems of the asset 
in the pool objectively and fairly. And the third parties should descript the asset 
pool and endorsement of the asset pool and higher the credit score. However, 
the third parties’ evaluation cost is paid by the special purpose vehicles, and the 
cost of the fee is c, and here is the problem of agency relationship that is often 
discussed in game theory. 

In order to improve the yield of asset backed securitization rsh, special purpose 
vehicle may pay more valuation fee which is ch. The SPV may ask the third par-
ties to evaluate a higher score of the asset pool, and conspire with the third par-
ties through the relationship between the agent and the mandatory. This beha-
vior will increase the income of SPV and the third parties. But damage the inter-
ests of investors in the backend.  

In this case, if in the subsequent the original debtor defaults, we suppose the 
default probability is p, the credibility of the rating agencies will lost Lg. If the 
original debtor doesn’t defaults, subsequent probability is (1 − p), both sides will 
get excess profits. If the special purpose vehicle and evaluation mechanism are 
not conspiring, the special purpose vehicle will pay a lower fee rate cl, which may 
lower the yield of securitized products to rsl. After the issuance of the asset 
backed securitization products, the bank can continue to invest and the expected 
yield is r’. 

In the situation of conspirator, if the bank decides to securitize the asset, the 
yield will be r − ch − rsh + r’. Under the probability of default p, the third parties 
will have a Lg lost in the goodwill, and the yield will be Xch − E − pLg. If the 
bank decides not to securitize after the evaluation, the yield of the bank is r − ch, 
the third parties’ yield will be Xch − E. In the situation of no conspirator, if the 
bank decides to securitize the asset, the yield will be r − cl − rsl + r’, the third par-
ties’ yield will be Xcl − E. If the bank decides not to securitize after the evalua-
tion, the yield of the bank is r − cl, the third parties’ yield will be Xcl − E. 

Game model established as Table 1. 
 
Table 1. First stage game model. 

 Conspirator No conspirator 

Securitization (r − ch − rsh + r’, Xch − E − pLg) (r − cl − rsl + r’, Xcl − E) 

No securitization (r − ch, Xch − E) (r − cl, Xcl − E) 
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Here we could see, in this game model, we cannot find a perfect Bayesian 
equilibrium of incomplete information dynamic game. 

If we bring the blockchain technology into the securitization market, the in-
formation of the underlying asset could be shared as much as possible, and re-
ceive the target of information symmetry. Under this assumption, the bank does 
not need to conspire with the third parties. If the bank decides to securitize the 
asset, the yield of bank is r − cl − rs + r’, the yield of the third parties is Xc − E. If 
the bank decides not to securitize the asset, the yield of bank is r − c, the yield of 
the third parties is Xc − E. 

In this model , when r’ > rs, the bank can choose to securitize the asset, other-
wise, not to securitize the asset. 

Stage 2: The information game between the issuers and the investors 
In order to simple the model, this paper does not consider the self-maintaining 

of the subordinated tranche of the securitization and the layered rating of the 
underlying asset. 

With the existing product development mode, in the process of asset backed 
securitization products, the issuer has the responsible for the disclosure of un-
derlying asset of the securitization products. But as the underwriting institution 
charge the fee which is written as rate e in the process of issuing, the underwriter 
is not neutral. So the underwriting institution may choose to hide the negative 
information of underlying asset, due to the profit-push. 

Here we assume the issuers can get a rate of return R when the issuer hides the 
information of underlying asset. The investors will overestimate the quality of 
the underlying asset, and underestimate the risk of default, so investors will ac-
cept lower yields of the securitization product as rsl. But in the subsequent man-
agement of securitization products, the underlying assets have the probability for 
the default behavior as ps. When the investors found the underwriters’ deliberate 
hidden information behavior, the underwriters will have the reputational dam-
age as Lmg. On the other hand, if the underwriter considered the moral problem, 
and did not hide the important information of the underlying assets, the yield of 
the investors can come back to the normal rate as rs. 

Assume that the market no risk-return rate is r0, the game model is as follow-
ing Table 2. 

So when R − psLmg > 0, which means the yield after the hidden of the asset in-
formation, is higher than the reputational risk losses, the underwriters will help 
issuers to hide the information of underlying asset. In this case, psrsl − e > r0, 
which means the expected yield of asset backed securitization is greater than the  
 
Table 2. Second stage game model. 

Whether the investors purchase 
the securitization product 

Underwriters hide  
information 

Underwriters do not hide  
information 

Purchase (psrsl − e, e + R − psLmg) (psrs − e, e) 

Do not purchase (r0, R) (r0, 0) 
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risk-free rate plus a commission fee, the investors will choose to buy the assets 
backed securitization product. 

If we apply the new technology blockchain in the asset backed securitization 
market, the information can share furthest, and reach the situation of the infor-
mation symmetry, and the underwriters will no longer have the possibility of 
hidden information. If the investors buy the asset backed securitization prod-
ucts, they will have the yield of psrs − e, the underwriters will get the commission 
rate of e, if they do not buy the product, the investors can only get the risk-free 
rate r0, and underwriters can’t get a commission fee. So when the expected yield 
of the asset backed securitization is higher than the risk-free rate plus commis-
sion rate, the investors choose to buy the securitization products. 

Though the game process, we could see the information game process is em-
phasizing the information synchronization timeliness and accuracy, they are 
the main factors affecting the results in the game. So to solve the information 
asymmetry problem of asset backed securitization product, the product infor-
mation could be more transparent, the purchasing willing of investors will be 
much higher. This will promote the securitization market prosperity and devel-
opment. 

Therefore, a new technology is needed to help the participate parties in the 
whole securitization processes to share information better and solve the problem 
of information asymmetry. 

4. Blockchain Technology Applied in the Asset Backed  
Securitization Market 

Starting from 2012, as the explosive development of the Internet financial, many 
kinds of financial platform, internet financial platforms and Internet + mode 
emerge constantly, especially the P2P platform. In a certain extent, this mode 
leads the effect of the financial disintermediation. But these years there are a few 
Internet financial P2P platforms had collapsed or run, the credibility and au-
thority of the Internet financial had been suspected by the financial industry and 
public. 

Blockchain: a trusted technology platform 
The emergence and development of blockchain technology provides a more 

credible technological path for financial intermediaries. The blockchain can be 
divided into public chain, private chain, and union chains according to its ap-
plication scope. The public chain is mainly used for digital currency and pro-
vides transaction verification mechanism. The private chain is a trading verifica-
tion system used by limited membership scope, but does not need to provide 
virtual digital currency as a reward to verify and incentive the transaction. The 
alliance chain sets each node on the chain, and confirms the identities through 
the consensus mechanism. The alliance chain does not need to provide virtual 
digital currency as a reward to verify and incentive the transaction. 

Blockchain as a technical information intermediary, it constructs an efficient 
and reliable information transmission network, and realize the transformation 
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among the multi-center though the digital resources structured by distributed 
books. And the blockchain could realize the business logic of the multicenter 
collaborations though the intelligent contract. The practice of blockchain can 
change the traditional pattern of business collaboration, from inefficient coor-
dination based on participating business process, upgraded to the high efficien-
cy, high credible and low cost cooperative network rely on nothing mediation. 

Figure 1 shows the information transfer mode and the system deployment 
mode and information structure changed by blockchain technology. 

Decentralize. Different from the centralized network mode, the status of each 
node in the blockchain is equal, and each node in the blockchain network has 
the same rights and does not exist on a centralized server. 

Automation. Based on the automated economic activities and contracts of the 
smart contracts, the blockchain can record the information and the process sta-
tus, and the data cannot be tampered, and the whole process information moni-
toring can be realized. 

Be trusted. Records cannot be tampered with, do not need third trusted in-
termediaries. 

In the blockchain network, each node could storage the complete and consis-
tent history information through the asymmetric encryption algorithm. If the 
individual node of book tampers or attacks the data, this behavior will not affect 
other nodes and will not affect the safety of the general ledger. Because there is 
no uniform centralized server, there will be no possible of single portal attacks. 

Application feasibility verification of asset backed securitization products 
The trading behavior of asset backed securitization is an investors trade 

process participated by many relevant participants. There are certain limits to 
the participants. At the same time in order to avoid the review resistance prob-
lem of the public chain, here the asset backed securitization product applied to 
the sub classification block chain—alliance chain to use the advantage of chain 
block, as far as possible to solve the trading information asymmetry problem in 
the whole process of product. 

First, all participants of the asset backed securitization products need to join 
the alliance chain as the members of the alliance. Members can be divided into 
two kinds, one kind is the order nodes, they are the common nodes on the chain 
of the alliance. They build the main body behavior as the alliance chain man-
agement nodes, and build the regime of the chain. But there is a limit in the 
number of the order nodes under the existing technical framework. The other 
type is Peer node, which can have an infinite number of participating nodes and 
only record the information of asset backed securitization transaction and ac-
counting information. 

Second, in the issuing process of asset backed securitization products, the par-
ties have to provide the relevant information in block chain, to help the investors 
do the decisions for the sponsors, underwriters and investors. Third party agen-
cies also need the underlying asset information to explain the additional instruc-
tion. 
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Figure 1. Changes of information structure before and after the blockchain appears. 

 
Again, in the whole life cycle of asset backed securitization, the responsible 

party of the underlying assets needs to supervise the quality information of the 
underlying assets in time and keep the information in the blockchain updated. 

Finally, the investor will price, quote and follow up the secondary market 
trading according to the underlying assets information in the block chain. 

The access of the block chain books information is limited to the production 
of the relevant asset pool of borrowers, the basis of the issuing bank, special 
purpose vehicle of the asset backed securitization, accounting firms, law firms, 
the rating agencies, securities companies, the underwriters and investors who 
join the alliance chain as the important part of asset backed securitization. The 
block chain is using the multilevel encryption mechanism based on crypto-
graphy, to ensure the safety of information dissemination under the privacy 
control. 

At the same time, the permissions of each kind of entities or nodes should be 
set up separately to ensure the data isolation and reliability of information. 

Figure 2 is the ledger structure designed in this paper. 
The issue of an asset backed securitization products means that adding one 

block information in the books of block chain structure, including the multiple 
underlying asset information of the asset backed securitization products, the 
third party credit rating information, the structure of the asset backed securitiza-
tion, sale information and investors trading information, etc. Nodes on the chain 
block can be confirmed by consensus mechanism, according to its own setting of 
the node permissions in asset backed securitization product chain. The nodes 
update the asset backed securitization block books information to supervise the 
behavior of the participants and to do the real-time accounting checking, and to 
finish the trading based on intelligent automated contract. This could ensure 
that the records do not to tamper with, without a credible third party as an in-
termediary intervention. 

Such alliance chain structure, can greatly reduce the allopatric transaction cost 
and time, and could make the parties have relatively complete information fast-
er, and simpler and more efficient than the existing fragmented information 
system. 

Based on the above design of the technology in block chain of the credit asset 
securitization product, this paper discussed how to improve the asymmetric in-
formation situation in the traditional model. 
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Figure 2. Smart contract and account structure of the block chain in asset backed securi-
tization.  
 

The possibility of asymmetry exists in underlying asset information. The 
information of the underlying asset comes from the original debtor. It is the 
most important information in the block chain in the whole life cycle of the asset 
securitization product. Once the underlying assets changes, the original debtor 
has the obligation to update the asset quality in the block chain information 
module, and make sure all related parties in chain could receive their financial 
data in time, understand the business conditions without any statistic, thus to 
improving the information quality under the traditional mode of packaging 
evaluation process, to provide the original basic information for investors, finally 
to achieve the goal of information symmetry. 

The probability of information asymmetry exists in the rating process. 
Because of block chain technology, all participants can have no time lag to share 
the quality of the underlying asset data and information. So the asset credit rat-
ing information for each participant is relatively transparent. Even if the rating 
agencies and the issuing bank of asset backed securitization product has eco-
nomic interest relations, under the transparent information sharing mechanism, 
investors will also be very sensitive to the rating result. And the cost of wrong 
evaluation will be greatly increased. In this case, there will be no information 
asymmetry in the rating process. 

The possibility of asymmetry exists in product structure information. 
Under the block chain technology, the derivatives of the securitization of credit 
assets structure is no longer be concealed by the multiple layers of the structure. 
Even after the assets were pooled, investors can also screen the layered underly-
ing from the large amount of asset information, and supervise the changes of the 
underlying assets. But the complexity of the derivatives structure is not changed 
because of block chain technology, therefore, even if the situation of the infor-
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mation symmetry is improved, the understanding of investors in the securitiza-
tion products information also did not have obvious improvement. 

The possibility of information asymmetry exists in the trading process of 
securitization. Due to the use of chain blocks, there no longer exist information 
asymmetry and the situation of the information lag between the investors and 
the sellers. So there is no potential possibility to hide the information, and the 
risk of moral hazard can be effectively controlled. 

5. Summary and Break Path Recommendations 

In recent years, with the rapid innovation and development of the financial in-
dustry, the different sectors of different industries had owned a great deal of in-
formation. However, the large amount of information capacity is divided by dif-
ferent institutions. The enterprises and industries did not share the information 
for their own interests. So there exist many information isolated islands. 

At present, asset backed securitization’s product distribution announcements, 
information disclosure and trading are mainly in the OTC market. And the 
trading must follow the restriction of market participants and trading rules in 
the OTC market. But the OTC market was not designed to serve the whole 
process of the forming of the asset pool, the product distribution, subscription, 
holding and deals expire of the asset backed securitization product particularly, 
so there exists the information asymmetry situation in every link of the product. 

With the continuous innovation of science and technology, the new technol-
ogy is the most effective way to solve the problem of information lag and asym-
metry of financial products. In order to prevent the information asymmetry to 
the asset backed securitization product and the potential danger in the market 
development, this paper analyzed the information symmetry based on the 
process of construction and trading of the typical financial products, assets 
backed securitization, to avoid possible problem under the traditional trading 
mode, and established asset backed securitization alliance chain using the block 
chain characteristics and advantages. We should form a single asset backed se-
curitization alliance blockchain. In this chain, the sponsor banks and supervisors 
are the important node, and other institutions are the participant nodes, they all 
get the consensus agreement on the business rules of the industry.  

So, it is important to create an alliance chain structure based on the issuing 
and trading of the asset backed securitization product, to solve the problem of 
the information asymmetry, to avoid the moral risk of participants in the great-
est degree, and to build a fair and healthy investment environment for the in-
vestors. 
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